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10 weighing heads, plastic pouch packing machine 

Sunflower seedsFunction and Characteristics

 1
Section where the contact material-stainless steel body as motherNE-
Optional for full or partial stainless steel and all of the equipment received
In the CE Certification.

  2 Bag making refined technologies allow less error ± o. 5um

 3
Equipped with Cup rental device allows the volume of the package, changes at
any time, the loss of
reduction and performance enhancement

 4 The warning function to concrete results; Automatic display of speed package.

Machine parts 





 
10 weighing heads, plastic pouch packing machine 
Sunflower The application of the
Suitable for high precision measurement and fragile packaging and massive objects, such as 
puffed foodSUNFLOWER SEEDS , chocolate, noodles, and so on



Package materials
Laminated film, as OPP/CPP, OPP/CE, MST/PE/PET/PE.etc



 
 
COMPANY PROFILE
Dession Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd is a comprehensive modern Packer manufacturing
company, integrating scientific research, production and sales. Our company passed CE
EU Certification. In addition, our equipment is widely appreciated by many clients
from different countries, such as England, France, Germany, Russia, America, Singapore,
Malaysia, South Africa, Israel and so on. On the basis of all technology and equipment
practicality and applicability, in an effort to improve the efficiency of production and the
creation of surplus
the value for the limit for customers.
 
THE MISSION OF THE CORPORATION:

Collect benefits industry, product quality and service to all customers!
Integrated high-end people; the research of advanced technologies; the development of
industry
progress

 
CORPRATION PURPOSE:



To be a world-class supplier of packaging machines.
 
BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY

Research technology laboriously, adhering to honest governance, and
all services!

Exhibition

Our services

Our price
Foshan Dession packaging machinery co., Ltd mainly produces Packaging cushions
machines and automatic packaging machines.

Equipment prices vary depending on the type of machinery (depends on the size and type 
client product properties.) and specific customer requirements for the machine
(full or partial stainless steel hardware).



Moreover based on the brand's packaging machine basic components, the price will be
different among China, Japan and Germany.

Finally the prices of standard and non-standard machines also differ. In the
Standard machine, typically a fixed price but non-standard is based on
Special requirements, such as the delivery method, a form of measurement,
demand is inflating and deflating, style makes the bag way of stamping, as well as
like coding etc.

 
Delivery:
After receipt of payment delivery date will be 15-30 working days
By air, sea or by Express (DHL, etc.)
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